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Abstract 

There’re huge numbers of users and various tasks need to be handled in the cloud 

computing environment, the high effective task scheduling algorithm is one of the crucial 

problems that the cloud computing need to solve. Aiming to the model structure of cloud 

computing, in this article it introduces the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) 

and Ant Colony Optimization algorithm (ACO) to combine with optimized task scheduling 

algorithm. First it takes the particle swarm optimization algorithm to generate the initial 

scheduling results, and introduces the random inertia weight to improve the scheduling 

ability of the algorithm, then to take the generated results of improved particle swarm 

optimization algorithm as the initial pheromones of the ant colony algorithm to find out 

the optimal scheduling scheme, and use the elitist strategy and crossover operator in the 

genetic algorithm to improve the ant colony algorithm, among the algorithms to use 

multistage optimization algorithm to improve the operating efficiency. The experimental 

results show that under the same conditions, the total task completion time of improved 

algorithm has been reduced and its performance advantage are getting more obvious with 

the increased task measures. 
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1. Introduction 

The cloud computing is such a computing model with rapid growth in recent years; it 

was rising with the technological development of distributed computing, grid computing 

and parallel computation. Cloud computing is a kind of computing model, which can 

obtain the resources quickly from the configurable computing resources sharing pool in 

real time according to the demand, those resources includes the server, storage, network, 

service and application, etc; the supply and release of resources can be finished in just 

shorter a time, so as to reduce the load of resource management and the interaction of 

service providers to a minimum [1]. The basic principles of cloud computing is that to 

break down the tasks reported by massive users into smaller tasks via the network, by 

using multiple computers connected in the network to search, compute and combine the 

results and then send them back to the users. The users quantity cloud computing shall 

face to is just huge and this causes the very heavy workload, thus the computing resource 

allocation and task debugging are all the very crucial nodes [2]; at present the more 

studied first-in-first-out scheduling algorithm, computing capacity scheduling algorithm 

and fair scheduling algorithm etc., all have the certain deficiency [3]. In addition, the 

cloud computing task scheduling based on immune algorithm, ant colony algorithm and 

genetic algorithm have been turned into the research hotspots [4-6], but any algorithm 

shall have its own unique advantages and intrinsic disadvantages: for example, the genetic 
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algorithm has the global searching capacity and fast randomness, but it has too much 

process parameter setting and its realization algorithm is generally quite complicated, and 

it’s quite easy falling into the local optimum; the ant colony algorithm has the better 

optimization capacity, but because of the less pheromone at the very beginning it may 

cause the lower convergence rate; however the particle swarm optimization algorithm has 

the quite fast convergence rate and better performance than the genetic algorithm; even its 

convergence rate is quite fast in the initial period of algorithm, at the later period the 

convergence rate is quite slower and the local searching capacity is also quite weak. 

Therefore, in this article it synthesizes the particle swarm optimization algorithm and ant 

colony algorithm that with better performances, to use these two algorithms in the cloud 

computing task scheduling model, first to utilize particle swarm optimization algorithm to 

generate initial scheduling results, make the scheduling results generated by particle 

swarm optimization algorithm as initial pheromone of ant colony algorithm, then use the 

strong optimization capacity of ant colony algorithm to seek the optimal scheduling 

scheme, meanwhile to make the targeted improvement on above two algorithms, thus to 

ensure the forming of the optimum scheduling scheme, promote the performance of cloud 

computing task scheduling algorithm.  

 

2. The Brief Introduction of Cloud Computing Task Scheduling 

In the cloud computing model, the computation of a large task shall need to break 

down the big tasks into many sub tasks first, according to certain principles the system 

shall assign the different nodes for completion of different sub tasks; while the operation 

of the sub tasks on each node were finished, it shall combine the output results from each 

nodes and output to the users, then to finish the computation of such large task [7]. Now 

in the cloud computing model, the Map-Reduce model [8] from Google Inc is generally 

used accordingly. In the Map-Reduce Model, the computation procedures are divided into 

the map procedure and reduce procedure; among them the map procedure is to break 

down the large task into smaller tasks, to make the parallel computation on assigned task 

server for the result output, the reduce procedure shall combine the output results from 

map procedure and handle them accordingly, feedback to the users, the implementation of 

above procedures can be shown in attached Figure 1. 

The running procedure of the Map-Reduce Model can be expressed through 

mathematical form as following: to allocate the n  sub tasks that can be independently run 

to the )nm(m   task servers for operation, it assumes that the sub task set 

is }t,,t,t{T
n


21

 , the task server set is }vm,,vm,vm{VM
m


21

 , according to the 

allocation principles of sub tasks, the sub task )n,,,j(t
j

21  can be only run in any task 

server )m,,,i(vm
i

21  among them, then the mapping relationship X  between the T  

and VM shall be shown as following formula (1) 
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Figure 1. Running Process of Map-Reduce Model 

Among them, ij
x  represents whether the sub task j

t  has been allocated to the task 

server i
vm  accordingly, thus },{xij 10  and there’s the 





m
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211x
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}n,,,{j,  , the value 

of ij
x  shall be arranged as 1 or 0 according to that if the j

t  has been allocated to the 

i
vm .It assumes that ij

ET  is the expected runtime of the sub task j
t  on the i

vm , similar to 

the mapping relationship X  , it can get the runtime matrix ET  as per formula (2) shown. 
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It assumes that the j
b  is the start time for the sub task j

t  running on the task 

server i
vm , then the expected completion time ji

CT for the sub task j
t  shall be ijj

ETb  , 

so max
T  - the final completion time of each sub task should be )CTmax(

ij , the target of 

cloud computing task scheduling model is to get the minimum max
T . 

 

3. The Design for Improved Scheduling Algorithm 

To improve the task scheduling algorithm, it mainly use the improved particle swarm 

optimization algorithm and the improved ant colony algorithm to make the combining 

optimization on the cloud computing task scheduling algorithm, to generate the better 

scheduling scheme. 
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3.1. The Design for Improved Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 

The particle swarm optimization algorithm [8] is inspired by the group behavior of 

fishes and birds then developed into such a kind of evolutional optimization algorithm to 

simulate the animal’s group activity phenomenon, its basic principles are that: the system 

initially generates a set of random legal solutions, through iteration each particle shall 

track the individual optimal solution and the global optimal solutions of the whole 

population then to update the speed and position of particle continuously, the termination 

condition for the iteration is to reach the maximum iterations or to generate the optimal 

solutions within the error allowable range. 

In cloud computing environment, according to the characteristic of task scheduling, it 

may need to adjust and set the speed and position for the particles, from formula (1), it 

can get the speed i
V  of the i th particle as per shown in formula (3). 
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Among the formula,  
maxmaxij

v,vv  , then the position of the i th particle can be 

shown in formula（4）: 
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Among the formula,  10 ,x
ij
 , and there’s   n,,,j,x

m

i

ij
21 1
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. 

Through above formulas (3), (4) to complete the scheduling algorithm definition on the 

discrete particle group, the position of particles shall be limited as 0 or 1, the speed of 

particle then represents the probability for particle getting its position value, to achieve 

such effect, it defines the fuzzy function  1k

ij
vsig  as per shown in formula (5): 

    11
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The iterative formula for the speed and position of particle are shown in formula (6) 

and (7): 
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Among the formulas, ij
p , 

k

j
p

g  represents the individual optimum position and the 

optimum position of the population respectively, they’re both the j dimensional vectors, 

k  is the number of iterations, 1
c , 2

c  are the learning factors, through previous research 

findings, it has certified that while 2
21
 cc  the effect could be better, 321

rrr 、、 are the 

random numbers uniformly distributed in  10 ,  which are independent of each other,   

represents the inertia weight. 

In standard particle swarm optimization algorithm,   shall be changeless, thus It may 

cause the limited adjustment capacity for the algorithm [10], and then the particle swarm 

optimization algorithm shall be easily fell into local optimal solution; under such 

situation,   shall have quite smaller influence on the adjustment of research, in order to 
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change such situation, it sets the   as random number, the calculation formula can be 

shown in following formula (8). 

   
minmaxmin                                                                                          (8) 

In the formula, minmax
 、  are the maximum and minimum value of the   

respectively,  is the variance of  , the  、  are the random numbers, they obey the 

uniformly distributed random numbers and the normal distribution in the 

interval  10 , .Thus, the   value shall be turned from constant into random value, this shall 

have the two advantages: the one is that the randomness of  is similar to the mutation 

operator in the genetic algorithm, it shall have the positive significance to keep the 

particle swarm in diversity; the other one is that the mean value of the   can be self-

adaptively changed, the influence between the speed among different iterations shall be 

changed randomly, thus can adjust the searching capacity for the global optimal solution 

with more flexibility. 

Though the   was treated with randomization, it shall be still kept in the interval 

 
maxmax

v, , and it shall also be treated as per following formula (9) shown: 
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3.2. The Improved Ant Colony Algorithm 

While finding foods the ants shall release the pheromone along the path, the more 

pheromone on the path, the higher possibility the ants may choose to follow, then to 

release even more pheromone, thus it makes a virtuous cycle accordingly, the ant colony 

algorithm is such an optimization algorithm to simulate the foraging behavior of ant 

colony [11]. By using the ant colony algorithm in the cloud computing task scheduling 

algorithm, according to the mapping relationship matrix X  shown in formula (1), it 

generates the node set  
nm ij

x , by using ant colony algorithm to generate the 

nodes 
1 2 j n

y y y y
x x x x

1 2
, , , , ,

j n
from the node set, among them  m,,,y

j
21 ,  the to 

complete the minimum max
T . 

The ant colony algorithm can be mainly divided into three procedures: (1) initiation; 

(2) pheromone updating; (3) solving the optimal solution. While in initiation procedure, it 

shall reinforce the results generated by the particle swarm optimization algorithm, so as to 

accelerate the convergence rate of the ant colony algorithm and then get the optimal 

solution as sooner as possible, though the experiment it was tested that the better effect 

shall be made while the reinforcing times is 5.5, in scheduling algorithm it uses the 

reinforcing times as 5.5. 

Before the updates of pheromone, the ant will follow on the path accordingly, it 

assumes that at the t  time the transition probability of the k th ant climbing to the node 

ij
x  can be shown in formula (10). 
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Among the formula, the )t(
ij

  represents the inspiring information, the 

)t(
ij

 represents the pheromone on node ij
x , the )m,,,k(tabu

k
21  is the taboo list of 

the k th ant, after the task was break down the n sub tasks shall match with the node 

 m

iij 1
x


 respectively, while the k th ant selected the node, such node need to be added into 

k
tabu  accordingly. And 、  represent respectively the weight of information content 

and the inspiring information. After that to update the pheromone, allocating the sub tasks 

is equivalent to that the ant walking into the corresponding node. And the pheromone 

shall be updated accordingly, it shall be shown as formula (11). 
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Among the formula, the )t(
k

ij
  represents the information content released by the k th 

ant on the path )j,i(  in this iteration, while the ant selecting ij
x  it shall be 

)t(C

P

k


, P is 

the constant, while the ant not selecting ij
x  it shall be 0, 1  is the residual pheromone 

proportion,   represents the volatility coefficient of the pheromone and there’s 10   . 

The genetic algorithm is quite easily fallen into local extremum point [12], and brings 

negative influence on the model; in order to solve such problem, it introduces the elitist 

strategy and crossover operator to make the improvement on the updating principle of 

pheromone. The elitist strategy is also originated from the genetic algorithm, its main 

target is to protect the superior individual, then to keep the pheromone of the present 

generated optimal solution in the stronger level during the next iteration, after each 

iteration it shall bring additional pheromone to the local optimal solution, but this shall 

not aims to all the ants, the algorithm shall only use the elitist strategy on the ants that 

obtained the optimal solutions, to update the formula (11) then get the formula (12) 

accordingly: 

)t()t()t()()t(
*

ij
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ijij
 e1n

1
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                                                               (12) 

Among the formula the e  is the weight value, but while the elite ant passing by it shall 

get the value as
*

P

D
, the *

D is the present optimal target value, while the elite ant not 

passing by the ij
x  to get the value of  )t(

*

ij
  as 0, means that not to use the elitist 

strategy on it accordingly. 

This elitist strategy reduces the possibility of optimal solution missing, and more 

obviously promotes the pheromone content at each node of the optimal path, and ensure 

the ant colony standing on present optimal solution to seek for new optimal solution; once 

the better solution was found, the added pheromone could assure that the new optimal 

path shall not be missed, and the pervious path shall be reduced gradually due to the 

residual pheromone 1  influence, more and more ants even the elite ants shall move to 

the new optimal path to search the pheromone, then further reinforce the pheromone 

content accordingly. 

But just because of the increase of pheromone, those nodes with much pheromone 

content shall have the bigger possibility to be searched accordingly, it may be easily fallen 

into local optimal solution but cannot find out the global optimal solution, thus it 

introduces the crossover operator of the genetic algorithm based on the elitist strategy 

[13], by taking the method of two point crossover to balance and the optimal path 

established by the ant colony and choose the best. For example, after generating the node 
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scheme  
1 2 j n

y y y y
x x x x

1 2
, , , , ,

j n
, it randomly chooses two nodes 

 
1 2 j n

y y y y
x x x x x x

   


1 2 3 4
1 2

、 , , , , ,
j n

, and change their position oppositely, then to 

generate the new node set – which is the new scheduling scheme. To evaluate the new 

scheduling scheme and make comparison with the pervious scheme, if the max
T becomes 

smaller then to use the new scheduling scheme and exchange the pheromone accordingly, 

so as make the ants converging at the new optimal path; otherwise do not make the 

replacement and enter into next iteration directly. 

 

3.3. The Procedure of Combining Optimization to Improve Algorithm 
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Figure 2. Improved Algorithm Flowchart 

After improvement on the particle swarm optimization algorithm and ant colony 

algorithm, to introduce them into cloud computing task scheduling algorithm, the 

flowchart is shown in Figure 2. 

In the improved algorithm, it first uses the particle swarm optimization algorithm to 

generate the initial scheduling results, meanwhile for improving the adjustment capacity 

of particle swarm optimization algorithm so as to generate initial scheduling results even 

faster, it introduces the inertia weight  in randomness, to enhance the efficiency of 

particle swarm optimization algorithm. By taking the scheduling results generated by the 
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particle swarm optimization algorithm as the initial pheromone of the ant colony 

algorithm, it utilizes the stronger optimizing ability of ant colony algorithm to seek for the 

optimal scheduling scheme, meanwhile to improve the effectiveness and avoid the 

algorithm falling into local optimal solution, it uses the elitist strategy and crossover 

operator in genetic algorithm to make improvement on ant colony algorithm, in order to 

gain the better path, finally to generate the optimal scheduling scheme. 

 

4. The Experimental Results and Conclusion Analysis 

Table 1. Experiment Parameter Setting 

Parameter Parameter value 

Particle swarm 

optimization algorithm 

Population size 100 

Iteration numbers 50 

Ant colony algorithm 

Population size 100 

  1 

  1 

  0.15 

Iteration numbers 150 

 

In order to make evaluation and analysis on the performance of improved cloud 

computing model task scheduling algorithm, it made the experimental test on the 

CloudSim cloud computing simulation platform [14] developed by Melbourne University 

of Australia, and totally 5 virtual computing resources have been set accordingly, with the 

computing power as  12001000800600400 ，，，， , computing unit is million commands per 

second, the main parameter setting of the experiment was shown in Table 1. 

By making simulated computation and comparison on both the combining optimization 

scheduling algorithm with improved particle swarm optimization algorithm and ant 

colony algorithm and the scheduling algorithm with the standard particle swarm 

optimization algorithm and ant colony algorithm, the used ETC matrix was generated by 

Matlab 7.0, the parameter setting for particle swarm optimization algorithm and ant 

colony algorithm are all the same, iteration numbers are totally 200 times, the 

experimental results for 100 sub tasks and 500 sub tasks are set respectively, after repeat 

operation for 50 times, it got the impletion time curve for the total task as per Figure 3 and 

Figure 4 shown respectively. 
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Figure 3. Task Completion Time of 100 Tasks 
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Figure 4. Task Completion Time of 500 Tasks 

From the results shown in Figure 3 it can be seen that, while the experiment setting 100 

sub tasks, after 80 iterations the impletion time for total tasks by standard algorithm 

before improvement is levelling off, but for the algorithm after improvement, after the 

140th iteration the impletion time for total tasks is levelling off accordingly, it is thus 

clear that the algorithm before improvement has the quicker convergence rate. But the 

algorithm after improvement has the better impletion time of total tasks than that of 

algorithm before improvement; after the convergence, the algorithm after improvement 

has the shorter impletion time for total tasks in 2 seconds. 

From the results shown in Figure 3 it can be seen that, while the experiment setting 500 

sub tasks, after 80 iterations the impletion time for total tasks by standard algorithm 

before improvement is levelling off, but for the algorithm after improvement, after the 

140th iteration the impletion time for total tasks is levelling off accordingly, it is thus 

clear that the algorithm before improvement has the quicker convergence rate; but the 

algorithm after improvement has the better impletion time of total tasks than that of 

algorithm before improvement; after the convergence, the algorithm after improvement 

has the shorter impletion time for total tasks in about 6.2 seconds. 
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Figure 5. Reduces Time Value of Improved Algorithm 

To test the reduction degree that the improved algorithm made to the impletion time for 

total tasks while there’re different numbers of sub tasks, it assumes that the sub task are 

respectively 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and the other parameters are the same as above, after 
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making the experiment the results were get as per Figure 5 shown, it is clear that with the 

increased quantity of sub tasks, the reduced time that the improved algorithm made shall 

also become increased accordingly, means that the effects of improved algorithm has been 

reinforced accordingly. 

 

5. Closing Remarks 

In this article, the main work is that based on the combination optimization on cloud 

computing task scheduling algorithm by introducing particle swarm optimization 

algorithm and ant colony algorithm, to make improvement on it accordingly, using the 

inertia weight in randomness to reinforce the adjustment ability of algorithm and promote 

the efficiency of particle swarm optimization algorithm; meanwhile, in order to improve 

the effectiveness and avoid ant colony algorithm falling into local optimal solution, it uses 

the elitist strategy and crossover operator of the genetic algorithm to improve the ant 

colony algorithm, so as to obtain the better path, finally to generate the optimal 

scheduling scheme, The experimental results show that, based on the high performance of 

previous algorithm the improved algorithm could further promote the impletion time for 

total tasks, and with the increased sub tasks quantity, the impletion time for total tasks 

shall get the bigger range in decrease. But there’s still space for making progress of such 

algorithm, the focal [pot of the works for next step is to make improvement on the aspects 

such as convergence rate. 
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